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Music and the Emotions: Perspectives from 30 years

in South and Central Asia

The topic of music and the emotions is ideally suited for cross-

disciplinary treatment in this Aga Khan Humanities Project forum, one
aim Of which is to promote scholarship that bridges the Sciences and

Humanities. Approaching this topic ethnographically and historically,
raw from eight years of fieldwork in South and Central Asia to

I will d

Offer frameworks for studying music and the emotions and to comment

allenges we face in studying the emotions generally.on the ch

Many scholars in psychology, history, anthropology, and music
th‘iorize and debate about emotion. Field researchers tend to view

as socially constructed, arguing members of society learn

are supposed to feel in a giVen context by their upbringing.

Such members conform in their inner lives to the patterns of

Society teaches them remains an open question. Laboratory
~mainly psychologists—tend, by contrast, to assume “human
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autumn remains a constant across cultures. Such psychologistS h 01 dt

emotions are hard-wired in the brain, perhaps tied to primitive instin

once needed for survival. For more than 130 years psychologi

have posited that all complex emotions, on the analogy of SCCOnd;

colors. can be reduced to combinations of more basic ones, like rag

terror, anxiety and joy. Psychologists Ortony and Turner convincing

contradicted this line of thinking in an article published in 1990 in t.

Psychological Review, but the hypothesis persists.“ My own view
that people often experience, with potential inner conflict, more th;

one emotion at the same time.

Cultural anthropologists argue that it is impossible to enter another

inner subjective world. Instead, they study concrete forms of behavit

and the ways local actors interpret these behaviors. Many focus 0

emotion words and how they are employed, thereby discerning hor

members of different cultures represent emotions to themselves and t

one another. I’d like to suggest that music and musical behavior provid

even richer points of departure for studying emotion in culture.

Among music scholars and philosophers in both Europe and Asia
debates about emotion are part of larger arguments regarding the exten

to which musical meaning is natural or ascribed. Is emotional meanlné

inherent in the arrangements of tones and rhythmic patterns, graSPab!‘

by all humans by virtue of their common biological makeup? And/or, If
it tied to sung texts or culturally specific contexts? Ethnomusicologlsa

hold that culture plays a significant part in how listeners respond to

music. Many, however, also acknowledge near-universals Snob as

those that might be related to shared experiences of excitement 21:5

decay in the human body. Consider the association of slow témhier
with mourning, melancholy, or seriousness, and rapid ones With llgsuch

emotions. Ethnographic work, however, often contradicts even

very basic generalizations. . , , es

In this article, I will alternate between discussmg ideal Sloane the

providing concrete examples that both illustrate and comp - S

. - of moss a

ideal tvnes, The emotional ideal typcs comprlsc names ' p

and
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